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Abstract
Measurement is a core foundation of quality improvement (QI), and analysis of data for QI requires distinct approaches and tools
as compared with other areas of healthcare. QI efforts can use structural, process, outcome, and balancing measures, and each
measure should have a clear operational definition. Data for improvement should be analyzed dynamically over time, with a
focus on understanding the variation present in the data. Distinguishing between common cause and special cause variation is
necessary to evaluate and guide improvement efforts. Statistical process control tools such as run charts and control charts can be
powerful tools to analyze data over time and help understand variation. This article continues a series of QI educational papers in
the Journal of Perinatology, and offers a review of the use of data and measures to drive improvement.

Introduction

This article continues a series in the Journal of Perinatology
designed to offer a broad overview of fundamental quality
improvement (QI) methods and tools. Previous articles in
the series have reviewed developing a roadmap for a suc-
cessful QI project [1], identifying a QI project [2], basic QI
methods including the Model for Improvement and process
mapping [3], and advanced QI methods including Lean Six
Sigma and planned experimentation [4].

In this article, we review measurement for improvement,
and how data should be used to drive QI. As the previous
articles in this series have shown, measurement is a core
principle of QI frameworks. For example, the Model for
Improvement requires that one identifies measures to eval-
uate the impact of planned changes before considering the
change ideas themselves [3, 5]. Similarly, Lean Six Sigma
suggests measuring and analyzing performance before
considering steps to improve and control it [4]. The central
role of measurement in these frameworks, and QI theory
more broadly, has its roots in the landmark work of

Shewhart and Deming and their foundational efforts around
understanding and measuring variation [6, 7].

Measurement can drive several improvement activities,
including: (1) assessing current performance; (2) setting
goals for future performance; and (3) monitoring impact of
improvement efforts and interventions. This review will
address the use of data in the service of all of these goals.
Our intent is to offer practical concepts as well as tools for
measurement and data analysis that can be quickly incor-
porated into everyday use by improvement teams.

Measures

Measurement for improvement is distinct from other types of
performance measurement in healthcare, including measure-
ment for research [8]. Measurement methods for research are
generally designed to capture complete data that allow for the
most robust analysis, while measurement for improvement is
built around monitoring performance over time using only
those data elements necessary for evaluation [9].

Within improvement, several types of measures need to
be considered. Most frameworks for QI measures begin
with the Donabedian model of structure, process, and out-
come measures [10]. Many frameworks also add balancing
measures [11].

(1) Structure measures describe the healthcare setting and
environment. They can include assessments of the
physical environment, human resources, and organi-
zational configuration.
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(2) Process measures examine the delivery of care, and
describe activities of the healthcare system. Process
measures capture what we do as healthcare providers.

(3) Outcome measures focus on the impact of care on
patients or populations. They can include health status
and disease outcomes as well as patient satisfaction
and knowledge. Outcome measures capture what the
patient experiences.

(4) Balancing measures assess potential negative or
unintended consequences of improvement efforts in
other outcomes or other parts of the system.

In the Donabedian model, good structures lead to good
processes, and good structures and processes lead to good
outcomes [10]. While outcome measures are often con-
sidered the most important, as they reflect the end result of
care for the patient, they can be complex and multifactorial
and thus be slow to change, or they may reflect rare events
and thus have limited power to show improvement. Process
measures are more precise reflections of care delivery
and more amenable to change, and are therefore often the
primary targets of improvement efforts; however, in those
cases, a strong link between process and outcome is
necessary. Ideally, improvement efforts will have a com-
prehensive set of measures that include outcome, process,
structure, and balancing measures. A summary of these
measure types as well as an example of a measure set that
might be used for an improvement project around neonatal
respiratory care are shown in Table 1.

After measures are identified, operational definitions
need to be developed that clearly describe each measure.
An operational definition of a measure is a specific, detailed
description that leads to universal agreement on what that
measure captures [12]. It is clear and unambiguous, and
brings a measure from a general concept to a precise tool
[9]. For example, early milk expression may be the general
concept for a measure in a QI project to increase mother’s
milk use in very low birth weight infants; an operational

definition for this measure might be the percent of mothers
of very low birth weight infants that pumped or hand-
expressed breast milk within 6 h of the infant’s birth as
documented in the maternal or infant’s record. Components
of an operational definition commonly include the measure
denominator, the measure numerator, the source of data, the
sampling plan (if relevant), and the measurement frequency.
Table 2 demonstrates how the measure concept of com-
pliance with an admission hypothermia prevention bundle is
translated to an operational definition.

Understanding variation

QI requires the ability to monitor performance and to measure
the impact of interventions toward achieving improvement
goals. Two unique aspects of data for improvement are worth
highlighting: (1) the importance of data over time; and (2) the
need to understand variation in data.

Data over time

QI is inherently time-oriented, and performance must be
examined over time. Numerous designs can be used to assess
data over time, from observational retrospective or pro-
spective studies to time-series or quasi-experimental designs.
Data analysis for these different designs generally falls into
two approaches: static, based on description of aggregated
data, and dynamic, based on continuous analysis of data
over time.

Traditional healthcare statistics methods are primarily
static. A population is described at a single point in time with
a measure of central tendency (e.g., mean, median) and a
measure of dispersion (e.g., standard deviation, range).
Two populations are then compared with statistical tests such
as chi-squared, t-tests, or regression models, and a p value is
used to determine statistical differences. These methods are
applied to time-oriented data from an improvement project by

Table 1 Measure types in quality improvement.

Type Description Examples in improvement project targeting neonatal respiratory care

Structure Measures of the healthcare setting and environment ∙ Participation of respiratory therapist on rounds
∙ Availability of bubble CPAP in the delivery room

Process Measures of delivery of care and activities of the
healthcare system

∙ Percent of very low birth weight infants requiring positive pressure
respiratory support whose first mode of support was CPAP

∙ Average time to surfactant administration after intubation among
very low birth weight infants receiving surfactant

Outcome Measures of the impact of care on patients or populations ∙ Percent of very low birth weight infants with bronchopulmonary
dysplasia, defined as need for oxygen or positive pressure
respiratory support at 36 weeks post menstrual age

Balancing Measures of potential negative or unintended consequences of
improvement efforts in other outcomes or other parts of
the system

∙ Percent of very low birth weight infants with pneumothorax
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using a before–after analysis, where performance on a mea-
sure is compared before and after an intervention.

Before–after analyses, however, are limited in their
ability to describe the dynamic nature of measurement over
time. Aggregated data, even when compared before and
after an intervention, can fail to show important trends that
would be visible with more granular data. Performance on a
measure reported annually would not show month-to-month
changes that could more accurately reflect the impact
of an intervention or show improvement opportunities.
Before–after analyses also suggest QI is based on single
interventions, rather than capturing the iterative, sequential
nature of most improvement efforts. Shewhart, Deming, and
others promote the use of dynamic displays of data over
time rather than static approaches as the most rigorous
methods of data analysis for QI [9, 13, 14].

Understanding variation in data

A second core principle of data analysis for improvement is
the need to understand variation. All measures monitored over
time will show variation; understanding the causes and types
of variation is necessary to understand the system and guide
improvement efforts. In their efforts to understand and control
variation in the telephone and other industries beginning in
the 1920’s, Shewhart and Deming developed theories of

variation and tools to understand variation that became core
components of modern QI. Shewhart and Deming identified
two types of variation: common cause and special cause
[6, 7, 15]. Common cause variation is the natural variation
inherent in any process, and would be expected to continue to
occur in a consistent fashion if the parameters of that process
are not changed. Special cause variation refers to variation
that is not typical, and is due to changes or circumstances that
were not previously part of the regular process [14]. Special
cause variation is often unintended and reflective of unstable
processes that are not standardized; however, it can also be
intended, such as when it reflects the introduction of a change
in the process (e.g., indicates the impact of implementing
interventions in a QI project).

An example of these types of variation is shown in
Fig. 1, which displays a graph of the time to get to work
measured daily. In period 1, the time to get to work varies
between 25 and 34 min, while in period 2, the time varies
between 50 and 59 min. Graphically, it is fairly evident that
the variation within periods 1 and 2 reflects common cause
variation, and is likely due to minor differences in factors
such as volume of traffic or timing of lights. It is also evi-
dent that the variation between periods 1 and 2 is atypical,
or reflective of special cause variation, and is likely due to
something new in the process such as construction or a
change in route.

Table 2 Operational definition
of admission hypothermia
bundle compliance measure.

Feature Operational definition

Measure name Percent of admissions with hypothermia bundle completed

Type of measure Process

Included population Infants ≤ 1500 g at birth or <30 weeks gestation at birth
Inborn
Checklist completed at birth
Admitted directly from labor and delivery to NICU

Excluded population Comfort care only
NICU team not present at delivery

Numerator Number of admissions ≤1500 g at birth or <30 weeks gestation at birth, with
compliance on all of the following elements of the hypothermia checklist
completed:
∙ Radiant warmer preheated on arrival of NICU team
∙ Room Temp set at ≥77 °F on arrival of NICU team
∙ Unknown, blank, or Temp <77 °F is noncompliant
∙ Infant placed immediately in plastic bag
∙ Temp probe attached and infant placed on servo within 1 min
∙ Hat placed on infant after drying head
∙ Radiant warmer side rails remain up until infant in transporter
∙ Skin temp checked at 5 min and documented on checklist
∙ Transport incubator pre-warmed to 37–37.5 °C
∙ Warm blankets in transporter prior to leaving OR/LDR

Denominator Number of admissions ≤1500 g at birth or <30 weeks gestation at birth, with
completed checklist

Data source Hypothermia checklist (manual data collection)

Sampling None (data collected on all infants, estimated 10–30 per month)

Reporting frequency Monthly
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Importantly, understanding the types of variation present in
a process helps shape improvement efforts. Stable processes
with only common cause variation can be predicted to pro-
duce the same results in the future if that process is main-
tained; a change in the fundamental process will be needed to
achieve a different level of performance. Unstable processes
are unpredictable; if the special cause variation is unintended,
then efforts should first be directed at identifying and
removing the special causes to produce a stable process that
can then be managed. If the special cause variation is intended
and desired, then efforts should be directed at making that
special cause part of the regular process [14].

For most improvement measures, while a graphical dis-
play of data over time should be the starting point for
analysis, additional tools will be necessary to identify
common versus special cause variation. Shewhart and
Deming continued their work in variation by developing an
approach to data analysis called statistical process control
(SPC). SPC focuses on dynamic analysis of time-oriented
data, and includes a number of powerful tools for under-
standing data for improvement. The two most common SPC
tools are run charts and control charts.

Run charts

A run chart is similar to commonly used graphs of data over
time. The x-axis represents time; typically, data are plotted
based on a measure of time such as month, week, or day,
but data can also be plotted using other time series such as

sequential patients or groups of patients. The y-axis plots
the measure of interest. A run chart also includes a center
line, typically the median, which reflects the central ten-
dency of the data. This center line distinguishes a run chart
from a simple graph of data over time, and provides the
basis for analyzing variation. Run charts also character-
istically include annotations of interventions or PDSA
cycles and a line indicating the goal of the improvement
initiative. An illustrative run chart showing these compo-
nents is shown in Fig. 2.

Run charts allow for more rigorous and objective inter-
pretations of data then simple graphs over time. Probability-
based rules can be used with run charts to identify non-
random data patterns. A pattern of data following one of
these rules would not be expected in a stable process and is
an indication of a signal, similar to Shewhart’s concept of
special cause variation. If none of the rule-based patterns are
noted, then the data likely reflects a stable process with only
chance variation or noise, similar to Shewhart’s concept of
common cause variation [9].

Commonly used rules for detecting signals in run charts
are shown in Fig. 3, and are described as follows:

(1) Shift: A shift is six or more consecutive points all
above or below the median; values on the median do
not count toward a shift, nor do they break a shift.

(2) Trend: A trend is five or more consecutive points all
increasing or decreasing; a point that is the same value
as the preceding point does not count toward a trend,
nor does it break a trend.

Fig. 1 Example of common
cause and special cause
variation. Variation within
periods 1 and 2 is suggestive of
common cause variation;
variation between periods 1 and
2 is suggestive of special cause
variation.
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(3) Too few or too many runs: A run is a series of points
in a row on one side of the median. A point on the
median does not break a run. A process with only
common or chance variation has a predictable number
of runs based on the total number of data points
present; widely available probability-based tables
provide upper and lower limits for the expected
number of runs [16].

(4) Astronomical data point: Astronomical points
are ones that are clear outliers from the remainder

of the data, such that there is universal agreement
that point is an extreme variation. Unlike the first
three rules that are objective and probability
based, the astronomical data point is a subjective
determination, but one on which there should be no
disagreement.

The presence of a data pattern fitting one of these rules
indicates a signal in the data, suggesting atypical variation.
This information should then be interpreted by those with
knowledge of the system to assess if that signal is a marker
of intended process change or if that signal suggests a
process that is unstable.

Run charts are simple to create without special software,
and can be used with virtually all types of data. They are a
powerful QI tool and should be used regularly; however,
they are not quite as powerful as control charts.

Control charts

Control charts, also known as Shewhart charts, are the pri-
mary tools of SPC. Control charts are similar to run charts,
with a few differences. Like run charts, control charts are

4 runs (expected 5-13) 

Fig. 3 Rules for detecting signal in run charts.

Fig. 2 Components of a run chart.
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graphical displays of data over time, with the data plotted on
the x-axis in time order and the y-axis showing the measure of
interest. Control charts also have a center line, but rather than
the median as used on run charts, the center line is typically
the mean. To these elements, control charts add upper and
lower control limits. These limits are calculated from the
inherent variation in the data; outer control limits are usually
calculated at 3 standard deviations from the mean. Inner
control limits calculated at 1 and 2 standard deviations from
the mean are sometimes shown as well. An illustrative control
chart with these features is shown in Fig. 4. Annotations and a
goal line can also be added.

Similar to run charts, probability-based rules exist to
identify nonrandom patterns in data in control charts. The
original rule proposed by Shewhart was one data point
outside of the outer control limits, or more than 3 standard
deviations from the mean. Over time, as the use of control
charts has expanded, additional rules have been developed.
At least eight such rules have been proposed, with different
authors recommending the use of different combinations of
these eight rules [14, 17–19]. The various proposals for
individual and sets of rules are designed to balance the risks
of misinterpretation of data, with one risk being to falsely
detect special cause variation when only common cause
variation is present (false positive) and the opposing risk
being to fail to detect special cause variation when it is
present (false negative). The use of a broader set of rules
will minimize false negatives but increase the likelihood of
false positives; the use of a more restricted set of rules will
minimize false positives while increasing the chance of a

false negative. Improvement teams should choose rules
prior to the start of an improvement initiative based on the
relative importance of minimizing false positives versus
false negatives.

The most common set of rules used in healthcare are
shown in Fig. 5, and are listed as follows:

(1) One or more data points more than 3 standard
deviations from the mean.

(2) Two out of three consecutive points more than
2 standard deviations from the mean.

(3) Eight consecutive points on one side of the mean.
(4) Six consecutive points increasing or decreasing.
(5) Fifteen consecutive points within one standard devia-

tion of the mean.

As compared with run charts, control charts provide
greater insight into variation in data, as the control limits offer
greater ability to distinguish common cause and special cause
variation and identify stable and unstable processes. While
signal on a run chart is statistically similar to special cause
variation on a control chart, it is more difficult to determine
definitively that the absence of signal on a run chart is com-
parable to lack of special cause variation on a control chart,
given that run charts have less power to detect signal or
special cause variation than control charts. Thus, determining
that a process is stable with only common cause variation is
typically done through the use of a control chart.

The creation of a control chart is dependent on
accurately calculating the central tendency of the data

Fig. 4 Components of a
control chart.
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(the mean) and the dispersion (standard deviation). These
calculations are derived from the distribution that underlies
the data. Data derived from stable processes can be
described by known statistical distributions determined by
the type of data. Continuous data are described by a nor-
mal (or Gaussian) distribution; discrete dichotomous data
are described by a binomial distribution; and discrete
count data are described by a Poisson distribution. The
type of data, and therefore the underlying distribution,
determine the calculations used to derive the control limits.
Different types of control charts have been created for each
type of data; XbarS and XMR charts are used for con-
tinuous data, p-charts are used for discrete dichotomous
data, and u-charts are used for discrete count data. For
example, admission temperature would be continuous data
and could be analyzed with XbarS or XMR charts; percent
of infants with bronchopulmonary dysplasia would be
discrete dichotomous data analyzed by a p-chart; and rate
of unplanned extubations would be discrete count data
analyzed by a u-chart. Fig. 6 provides an algorithm to help
determine the type of control chart needed for a given type
of data [20].

Of note, while p-charts and u-charts are single graphs of
the measure of interest, XbarS and XMR charts are actually
two graphs: the Xbar and X graphs show the actual measure
of interest, and the S and MR graphs show the variability
within each subgroup. Over time, improvement could be
reflected by a change in the measure of interest (which
would be seen in the Xbar or X graphs) or a decrease in the
variability of that measure (which would be seen in the S or
MR graphs).

Control charts can be created manually, and references
exist that provide appropriate formulas for calculating
center lines and control limits [17, 21]. More commonly,
statistical software packages are used that can generate all
of these types of control charts.

Using run and control charts in QI

Run and control charts, used alone or together, can be
powerful tools to guide and drive QI efforts. Control charts,
in particular, drive improvement by helping to determine
the type of action required based on the type of variation
present. A stable process with only common cause variation
will continue to perform at the existing level unless fun-
damental process changes are made. An unstable process
with special cause variation is unpredictable; desired special
cause variation should be made a standard process, and
undesired special cause variation should be identified and
removed. Mistaken interpretations of data variation can
make performance worse; failure to recognize special cause
variation is a missed opportunity to achieve a stable process,
and reaction to common cause variation as if it were special
cause variation will destabilize a process. Deming called
this last result tampering, and considered it one of the
greatest dangers of misuse of data for improvement [7].

Below, we offer an example of the use of run and control
charts to analyze data for one QI initiative. First, however,

Fig. 6 Algorithm to choose
type of control chart based on
type of data. Reproduced with
permission from Gupta and
Kaplan [20]. Adapted from
Provost and Murray [17] and
Carey [19].

Fig. 5 Rules for detecting special cause variation in control charts.
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several additional concepts related to run chart and control
chart use are worth highlighting.

Minimum number of data points

A run chart can be started with just a few data points, or
even just with one; however, at least ten data points are
needed to establish a reliable median and use the median-
based shift and run rules for detecting signal [16]. Control
charts require more data points; preliminary “trial” limits
can be calculated with as few as 12 data points, but at least
20 points are generally recommended to establish effective
control limits [17].

Fixing center line

If a run chart or control chart has adequate data points and
suggests a stable process without evidence of signal or
special cause variation, and if that data pattern matches

knowledge of the system by the improvement team (i.e., the
team believes the system has been largely stable), then it
can be a good practice to fix or freeze the center line, and
compare future performance to this baseline. This approach
will allow for detection of signal or special cause variation
more quickly than if the center line is recalculated with each
new data point. Conversely, if the initial run chart or control
chart show an unstable process, or if the improvement team
believes their process to be unstable, then center line should
be updated and recalculated as new data points are added.

Adjusting center line

When evidence of signal or special cause variation is noted,
then it may be helpful to adjust the center line to reflect this
change in performance. In order to adjust a center line, at
least three factors must be present: (1) evidence of signal or
special cause variation on the chart; (2) system knowledge
of changes in process that are thought to lead to this change

Fig. 7 Run charts and control charts for QI initiative to increase
first feedings as mother’s milk in NICU infants. a Run chart after
12 months. b Run chart after 24 months with signal indicated. c Run

chart after 24 months with median adjusted and goal line and anno-
tations added. d Control chart after 36 months.
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in performance; and (3) system knowledge that these pro-
cess changes will persist in the future. A common error in
the use of run charts and control charts is to calculate a new
center line following the implementation of a change in
practice alone, without evidence of change in performance
in the data.

Using run charts and control charts in improvement:
an example

A QI team aims to increase early expression and early
administration of mother’s milk for high-risk NICU infants
as part of an overall effort to increase mother’s milk use. As
part of their suite of measures, they are measuring the
monthly percent of NICU infants admitted for at least 24 h
whose first enteral feeding is their own mother’s milk versus
donor milk or formula. Their use of run charts and control
charts for this effort is shown in Fig. 7.

They begin to collect baseline data on this measure.
They start a run chart with their first few data points,
recalculating their median with each additional data point,
and their chart after 12 points is shown in Fig. 7a. The
median on their run chart is just under 55%, there are no
shifts, trends, or astronomical data points, and there is an
expected number of runs. With no signal on the run chart,
and without any notable changes to their process, they fix
this median moving forward, and begin testing new change
ideas, such as increasing the number of breast pumps
available in labor and delivery and asking lactation con-
sultants to meet with high-risk mothers before birth. Their
updated run chart after an additional 12 data points is
shown in Fig. 7b. They now see evidence of signal with a
shift of 9 data points above the median. Believing this is
strong evidence of signal that matches their knowledge of
system changes, they adjust their center line and recalcu-
late their median to reflect this process change; they also
add annotations of their changes and a goal line. This final
run chart is shown in Fig. 7c. They recognize that although
they have seen improvement, they are not yet at their goal
at 70%, and further changes to their process may be
necessary to achieve this goal.

Once the team has over 20 data points, they begin to use
a control chart to monitor performance and assess for
impact of improvement efforts. They determine they need
a p-chart because the numerator asks whether each infant
received mother’s milk as their first feeding or not making
this a discrete, dichotomous, variable. Using software,
they calculate a p-chart with the first 24 data points and
notice evidence of special cause variation in year 2 of the
project. They adjust their center line and compare future
performance in year 3 to this new baseline. Their final
control chart after year 3 is shown in Fig. 7d. Examining
this chart, the team determines they saw an increase in

their overall performance from 54 to 67% in year 2 of their
improvement efforts. If no further changes to their process
are made, they predict that around 67% of NICU
infants will have their first feeding as mother’s milk, with
natural month-to-month variation in this number between
50 and 80%.

Conclusions

A famous aphorism in QI is “you can’t improve what you
can’t measure.” This quote, with no easily identified
attributed source, has been spread widely because the
message resonates; measurement is foundational to QI, and
all improvement efforts should include a robust measure-
ment framework. Any measurement plan for a QI initiative
should address the core concepts discussed in this article,
including: an understanding of measures for improvement;
selection of a balanced set of outcome, process, balancing,
and structure measures, with operational definitions for
each; use of graphical displays to show performance over
time; and use of run charts and control charts to understand
variation in data and use that understanding to correctly
guide improvement efforts.
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